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About This Game

Enjoy a different and twisted way for playing zombie games.
Play as hunter exploring mazes full of zombies for a zombie slaughter, but be careful, only touch one of them and you will swap

roles.
Play as zombie to chase the hunter and start the hunting again.

Experience this dynamic game play where you'll become the hunter or hunted on different and crazy modes for intense single
and multiplayer action.

And of course, you will have several useful items for your journey ... but remember, don't touch the zombies!

Features

Single-player adventure mode and custom matches against bots

Multi-player custom matches up to 4 players over LAN/Internet

4 player skins (*for now)

4 crazy mazes at day and night (*for now)
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Several useful items

Zombie kills combos

Stats and achievements

If you like this, tell us what you want so we can add new features

GameModes

Score mode. Reach the target score.

Time score mode. Get the maximum score in the time limit.

Time killer mode. Get the highest number of zombie kills in the time limit.

Killer mode. Reach the target number of zombie kills.

Collector mode. Reach the target number of items.

Horde mode. Kill all the zombies you can.

This is the begining, our game mode platform is very flexible so share with us the game modes you'd like to play.
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Title: Don't Touch The Zombies
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tlakali Game Studio
Publisher:
Tlakali Game Studio
Release Date: 11 May, 2017
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tlakali dont touch the zombies. don't touch the zombies. don't touch the zombies game

This video game allows you to fight zombies in a different way, and you basically play two roles at the same time: the zombie
and the hunter. Including items which strenghten your character, you can spend hours playing this game and trying to beat your
last score in any of the different modes. If you like zombies, this game must be in your steam library.. A very fun game, an
innovative way to be zombie and fight against them, simple and agile controls, variety of game modes, in particular I stay with
the horde mode is my favorite and it is always a challenge to reach a multi-kill, variety of items for both hunter and zombie,
which force your search unbridled for take the lead or "survive". Very good graphics that generate fun environments to visualize
and enjoy in a game, "An overnight rain in a pantheon should never be missed in a game of zombies". Good soundtrack. In game
modes, if you enter zombie mode you can take advantage of interesting items that sometimes make you prefer to be Zombie.

I would like to add more maps, I would like to add items to my hunter (a knife for example), it would be nice to be able to customize
my characters.

Overall I really liked the game, I highly recommend it, the multi player mode can become very competitive, and of course fun a lot.
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